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Abstract. There are some of the problems faced in Biotechnology Subject. This research 
was aims to describe the preliminary research about the development of a local wisdom-
based Biotechnology module. It has been carried out with a 4-D model, which is 
a preliminary research. It show that students assume that the material about nibung is 
needed in the Biotechnology Subject. They assume that material in Biotechnology was in 
difficult category (87%). Furthermore, the students rarely learning Biotechnology other 
than when they are in the class (74%). Overall, students only use learning resources from 
internet and generally only rely on teaching materials from lecturers (100%). Students 
assume that it is needed to develop the teaching materials that can help students in 
independent study, as well as teaching materials that discuss about local commodities. In 
conclusion, there is a need to develop teaching materials containing research results based 
on local wisdom for Biotechnology Subject. 
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1   Introduction 

Nibung (Oncosperma tigillarium Jack Ridl.) is the mascot of Riau Province. That plant is 
identic with the symbol of Riau’s Malay People. They tend to use nibung for some uses, namely: 
for materials of buildings, wood bridges, for traditional medicine, for fishery and used the other 
constructions. The inhabitants of Riau have also utilized Nibung for carpentry supplies, bridge 
poles, and weaponry such as swords and spears. [1]. The research about some characteristics of 
that plant was been conducted by characterization of morphological [2], anatomical [3], 
molecular of nibung [4] and the characterization of ethnobotany of nibung [5] and about local 
wisdom of nibung [6]. Some specific characters for describing morphology, anatomy, and 
molecular characters of nibung. All of those characters are needed for Biotechnology Subject to 
describe about the uses of nibung and can implemented in the application of nibung to increase 
the economic value of that plant. So, some of characters giving the informations completely. 

The study discovered that the Malay people of Riau's Bengkalis Regency are particularly 
concerned about, respect, and support attempts to conserve nibung plants. They use the words 
nibung to mean wise, valuable, and wise. Riau people's local expertise in the usage of nibung 
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may be seen in a variety of ways, including cultural, social economics, and eco-tourism, where 
there is harmony in the interaction of nature, humans, and constructed environments. It is 
incorporated into the local community's cultural values, rituals, and religious beliefs. It may be 
stated that the use of the nibung plant in Bengkalis, Riau is supported by the local population 
and is carried out responsibly [5].  

Nibung was known as one of the members of the mangrove ecosystem by the Riau’s Malay 
people. It can be found around their villages easily. Nibung is not used in learning in learning 
process in the schools or universities today yet. Our initial observation shows that the people 
are known about the nibung plant, but, they did not know that nibung is used as their mascot. 
Ironically, several Riau locals, particularly students at Universitas Islam Riau's Biology 
Program, are unaware of these plants. On the other hand, module is one of the media that 
consisting of some materials and obtaining some of the informations. It can used in 
Biotechnology Subject. In this case, module is one of the learning materials that important to 
support the students in learning process for Biotechnology.  

As a result, one of the most essential elements needed to assist Biology Students' skill and 
understanding of their native flora is the construction of a local wisdom-based Biotechnology 
curriculum. In the learning process in the current Biotechnology Subject was faced by some 
obstacles consisting of: It was still minimal media and references as learning resources of 
learning process that can be used in the Biotechnology Subject. This fact is related to the 
problems of efforts to increase students' understanding of nibung conservation as the flora 
mascot of Riau ProvinceAs a result, it is important to create instructional materials that may 
offer students with information on contextual learning based on challenges they experience in 
their everyday lives. In this case, the research about development of Biotechnology module has 
not been conducted yet, including about local wisdom of Biotechnology module. So, it is 
necessary to develop a local wisdom-based Biotechnology module to increase the student 
knowledge about their local commodity. 

This research aims to obtain information about how the results of the student’s perceptions 
and the student learning resources of Biotechnology Subject. Those are some stages in a 
preliminary research of the development of the local wisdom-based Biotechnology module for 
Biology Student in Universitas Islam Riau. It will be used as a basis for future research to 
develop of module based on the research about the local commodity in Riau Province. 

2   Method 

Data was collected in the Biotechnology Subject at Universitas Islam Riau's Biology 
Program at Pekanbaru, Riau, Indonesia, from April to July 2020. This study used a survey 
approach that includes observation, interviews with Biotechnology professors, and the 
distribution of questionnaires to the students. The research and development process begins with 
the stage that will be discussed in this section. The challenges are determined at this stage by 
examining the student's learning materials, conducting interviews with ten students out of 92 
total students, and observing student references in the Biotechnology field. Live observations 
of students in the Biotechnology learning process in class 6A were used to gather data on student 
views and learning references [7].  

Overall, this study conduct to get the role information about the perception of students, and 
their learning references in the Biotechnology Subject. The define process analysis is a stage in 
the process of describing the first step before conducting research and development research. 



 
 
 
 

This data is required to support the next steps. The student analysis was carried out by looking 
at the students' Biotechnology Subject learning experience. Percentage approaches were used to 
do descriptive data analysis. 

Furthermore, the collection of data from the questionnaires were measured using a scoring 
with four answer choices for each statement, namely: 9 statements for the student’s perception, 
and 7 questions for learning resources of the students in Biotechnology Subject. The 
instrument uses a Likert Scale measurement in the form of a checklist with four answer choices 
consisting of strongly agree, agree, disagree, and strongly disagree. Each solution has a scoring 
interval for each variable. The information obtained from the need analysis questionnaires was 
analyzed using a score system that included four answer options for each statement. It is used to 
define a student's impression of the Biotechnology subject, as well as their learning materials and 
references used in the learning process. 

3   Results and Discussions 

The findings reveal a lack of learning materials for Biotechnology Subjects that are based 
on research and local wisdom in the Biology Program, Education Faculty of Universitas Islam 
Riau, including teaching materials for students that are still not based on students' experiences, 
as well as the lack of contextual Biotechnology learning resources with their problems. In this 
scenario, instructors will need to provide learning resources that will help students reach the 
learning objectives that they must meet in the Biotechnology Subject. It implies that the lecturer 
plays a critical role in the learning process. This is consistent with the belief that instructors 
have a critical influence in the educational process and results [8]. It is because lecturers are 
required to be able to apply and integrate learning materials with the issues that students 
experience when it comes to Biotechnology materials. Furthermore, learning resources are all 
of the things that can be implemented to facilitate the learning activity for the purpose of 
achieving learning goals and can improve student performance in the learning process, 
perception, interest, and, most importantly, student attitude toward Science [9-10]. 

There were several challenges in the Biotechnology subject, including the lack of lecture 
modules created by lecturers based on their research and local expertise. Biotechnology is 
thought to be one of the most difficult disciplines, and students detest it. The lack of references 
has an influence on the learning process in this case. This is a difficulty that students in Indonesia 
confront [11-12]. 

In this case, the findings of the preliminary study are used to create research-based teaching 
materials. This supports the viewpoint that the outcomes of the problem analysis at the define 
stage are the first step in doing research and developing educational materials [7]. Researchers 
use the study of difficulties in that topic as a starting point for developing instructional materials 
and overcoming problems in the learning process. 

The perceptions of the student were affected by their assumption about Biotechnology 
Subject. The result shows that student assume that Biotechnology consisting of easy contents to 
understand, especially for DNA analysis (about 87%). It linked to the perception of student that 
Biotechnology Subject grouped into a not good category for them. In this case, 60% of students 
did not like Biotechnology Subject, especially for DNA analysis material which was not 
interesting for them. Furthermore, some students learns about that material when they attend the 
Biotechnology class only (74%), and only doing some learning activities for finishing their 
assignments or their examinations (Table 1). 



 
 
 
 

 
Table 1. Percentages of student’s perception for Biotechnology Subject 

No. Statement Description Average (%) Category 
1 Perception about the presented material that given 

by Biotechnology Lecturers is easy to understand 
78 Agree 

2 Perception about the student’s like for 
Biotechnology Subject 

86 Strongly Agree 

3 I found that Biotechnology is useful in learning for 
my field of study 

98 Strongly Agree 

4 I found that Biotechnology is useful in my daily life 70 Agree  
5 Perception of DNA analysis material is easy for the 

students 
87 Strongly Agree 

6 Perception about the student’s like for DNA 
analysis material in Biotechnology Subject 

60 Disagree 

7 Perception about how often the students study 
about Biotechnology other than in the class 

74 Agree 
 

 
In terms of learning resources, students tends to get it from the lecturer or the internet. 

Overall, students only got the information about their learning material about Biotechnology 
Subject from the Biotechnology Lecturers and the internet (100%). Students assume that it is 
needed to develop the teaching materials that are attractive, easy to understand, can help the 
students in independent study, as well as teaching materials that discuss commodities that are 
easily found in everyday life that make it easier for students to understand the material. 
According to the student, it is important to develop the module about Biotechnology, especially 
from research about local plants and based on the local wisdom of people in using the nibung 
in Riau. It will be can help the student in the learning process, and encourage their enthusiasm 
in learning about their mascot flora. As a result, the module provides an alternate teaching 
resource that may offer students with information on contextual learning based on difficulties 
they face in their everyday lives. This is connected to initiatives to improve pupils' knowledge 
of nibung conservation as Riau Province's future flora mascot. 

Students are asked for their opinion about the existence of the Biotechnology course. They 
are fully aware that this course is useful for them in their daily life and in society. This is 
illustrated by the number of students who agreed with the statements in the questionnaire. 
Students have a positive opinion on the usefulness of Biotechnology courses in their field of 
study. This subject provides added value for students in their daily lives. This is reflected in the 
number of students who strongly agree that the Biotechnology course is beneficial for them. In 
implementing Biotechnology Subject lectures, students think that there is a need for adequate 
support and facilitation. The findings of the student need analysis questionnaire revealed that 
the students highly supported the construction of the Biotechnology module based on local 
wisdom, and that the students chose the kind of writing, how the module is built, and the learning 
materials to be utilized in their studies. 

It is critical to do research and development in order to create a local wisdom-based 
Biotechnology module that can be used as a teaching tool for biology students. It was necessary 
to create a biotechnology curriculum that met the demands of the students. All phases of the 
defining analysis of Biotechnology learning content must be completed in order to create and 
build that learning material in this situation. 

According to [11, 13-14], student needs analysis is important to be a point of view in 
teaching because it is through needs analysis that the lecturer, students, teaching materials, and 
teaching procedures can all be connected harmoniously to improve the learning process of 



 
 
 
 

students and to build the character and soft skills of students, as well as to support students in 
learning. This is in accordance with [9], which argues that effective and relevant learning 
materials are one of the most significant aspects in fostering a positive attitude toward science 
among Indonesian students. This subject is also suggested as a way to increase a student's 
knowledge. 

Furthermore, it is suggested that this module can increase the student's understanding and 
provide solutions to their issues in that topic. According to [15], teachers in New South Wales 
(NSW), Australia, cited a variety of difficulties to teaching biotechnology, including the 
complexity of the subject matter and a lack of practical work that was appropriate for the topic 
of the teaching unit. A module is also a full measurement instrument and the synthesis of a 
software that can measure objectives [16]. 

This research has provided important results as a basis to develop teaching material for the 
Biology Students, especially for Biotechnology Subject at the university level as described by 
the students. Overall, students have many commented that they would like to see other learning 
materials for it, for example, a local wisdom based-biotechnology module. It can be an 
innovation for the students to help them for getting their learning gain in Biotechnology Subject. 
In this case, a local wisdom-based Biotechnology module seemed like a “tool” to improve their 
knowledge and can facilitate the integration of life-based learning in Biotechnology Subject. It 
can be implemented in learning in the university level to make an integration between the 
learning materials between the student’s daily experiences. It is in line with [17] revealed that 
the module is of the innovation for the integration of life-based learning in the development of 
innovative biotechnology learning that was valid, effective, and useful at the schools, university 
and the local community in East Java. 

4   Conclusions 

In conclusion, the study of student views and learning resources in the Biotechnology 
Subject at Universitas Islam Riau reveals that students have positive reactions and expectations 
for the construction of a local wisdom-based Biotechnology module. They believe that a module 
for Biotechnology Subjects based on local wisdom is required to assist biology students in their 
learning process. It is feasible to build a local wisdom-based biotechnology module including 
study outcomes for Biology Students at Universitas Islam Riau based on preliminary 
investigation data. 
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